
The Abortion 

Anne Sexton 

 

Somebody who should have been born  

is gone. 

 

Just as the earth puckered its mouth,  

each bud puffing out from its knot, 

I changed my shoes, and then drove south. 

 

Up past the Blue Mountains, where  

Pennsylvania humps on endlessly, 

wearing, like a crayoned cat, its green hair, 

 

its roads sunken in like a gray washboard;  

where, in truth, the ground cracks evilly,  

a dark socket from which the coal has poured, 

 

Somebody who should have been born 

is gone. 

 

the grass as bristly and stout as chives, 

and me wondering when the ground would break,  

and me wondering how anything fragile survives; 

 

up in Pennsylvania, I met a little man, 

not Rumpelstiltskin, at all, at all…  

he took the fullness that love began. 

 

Returning north, even the sky grew thin 

like a high window looking nowhere. 

The road was as flat as a sheet of tin. 

 

Somebody who should have been born  

is gone. 

 

Yes, woman, such logic will lead 

to loss without death. Or say what you meant,  

you coward…this baby that I bleed.  

 

From All my Pretty Ones, ©1961, 1962  

  



Wanting to Die 

Anne Sexton 

Since you ask, most days I cannot remember. 

I walk in my clothing, unmarked by that voyage. 

Then the almost unnameable lust returns. 

 

Even then I have nothing against life.   

I know well the grass blades you mention, 

the furniture you have placed under the sun. 

 

But suicides have a special language. 

Like carpenters they want to know which tools. 

They never ask why build. 

 

Twice I have so simply declared myself, 

have possessed the enemy, eaten the enemy, 

have taken on his craft, his magic. 

 

In this way, heavy and thoughtful, 

warmer than oil or water, 

I have rested, drooling at the mouth-hole. 

 

I did not think of my body at needle point. 

Even the cornea and the leftover urine were gone. 

Suicides have already betrayed the body. 

 

Still-born, they don’t always die, 

but dazzled, they can’t forget a drug so sweet 

that even children would look on and smile. 

 

To thrust all that life under your tongue!-- 

that, all by itself, becomes a passion. 

Death’s a sad Bone; bruised, you’d say, 

 

and yet she waits for me, year after year, 

to so delicately undo an old wound, 

to empty my breath from its bad prison. 

 

Balanced there, suicides sometimes meet, 

raging at the fruit, a pumped-up moon, 

leaving the bread they mistook for a kiss, 

 

leaving the page of the book carelessly open, 

something unsaid, the phone off the hook 



and the love, whatever it was, an infection. 

From Live or Die by Anne Sexton, Copyright © 1966.  

 


